Climb to the top of the legendary
Kilimanjaro 8 days / 7 nights

Ready to pedal the adventure
of your life?
Expedition to the top of Kilimanjaro.
The highest peak in Africa.
The roof of the world for cyclists.
Mecca of cycling.
SAFARIBIKEAFRICA.COM

THE VOLCANO AND ITS HISTORY
KILIMANJARO

Mount Kilimanjaro is located in the northern part
of Tanzania, in the Kilimanjaro National Park. Its
location, between the Serengeti and Amboseli,
makes it an animal life corridor. It has an area of
100 kilometers long and 65 kilometers wide.
Mount Kilimanjaro is the highest mountain in
Africa and the highest accessible by bike in the
world. Therefore, it is considered as the top of
the cyclists.

The rainforest is located Approximately
between 1,600 and 2,700 meters of altitude. It
houses different species of primates, such as
Cercopithecus, the Angolan and Abyssinian
colobus, as well as the olive baboon. Among the
other mammals, the leopard, the banded
mongoose, the serval, the red river hog, the
honey badger and the crested porcupine stand
out.

Also, we can see new natural species like
Pinus Patula that weakens the balance of
the environment by impoverishing the soil.
And we emphasize that between 1976 and
2005, the surface of the forest of Erica
arboreal went from 187 to 32 km ²,
which is equivalent to a 15% decrease in
the total vegetation cover of the mountain.

The summit of Mount Kilimanjaro is called
Uhuru Peak and is at an altitude of 5,895m.
The mountain is an inactive volcano formed by
three volcanic cones: Shira, Kibo (in which is
the Uhuru summit) and Mawenzi. Kibo is
classified as inactive, although not as extinct.
The last great eruption of the Kibo happened
360,000 years ago and its last volcanic activity
occurred 200 years ago.

Finally, the snow-capped area -and cycling
summit- is above 5,000 meters above sea level.
There is virtually no life. The few precipitations
that occur are filtered almost immediately on
the ground or accumulate in the glaciers. Some
lichens grow very slowly. The only animal
discovered at these heights so far is the Kibo, a
kind of spider.

In conclusion, the ascent to Kilimanjaro is a
unique opportunity to contemplate one of
the wonders of Africa, from the top of this
forgotten continent. Seeing the sunrise from
the roof of Africa, the top of this forgotten
continent, will be an alively experience.

Both "South" and "North" base camps in
Everest are at a lower altitude than the
summit of Kilimanjaro. That is to say that
at the top of mount Kilimjaro you woulld
be at the highest point of the earth to
which you can reach by bike. You would
be at the summit of the cyclist
First, the prairies, which surround the
Kilimanjaro, are situated between 800 and
1,600 meters in altitude. Its climate is very
warm and dry. It is an open environment
where many Maasai shepherds light fires
to warm themselves, thus joining the
landscape. The vegetation consists mainly of
savannas of numerous herbaceous species
flowering plants, baobabs, bushes and thorny
plants, and is located below 1,400 meters of
altitude to the west and 1,000 meters of
altitude to the east.

of birds of prey are able to reach this altitude:
the buteo, the steppe eagle, the Black-winged
Kite, the Bearded Vulture and the ChacoEeagle.

The Alpine area is between 2,800 and

4,000 meters above sea level and receives
between
500
and
1,300
mm
of
precipitation per year.
It presents a vegetation composed of
heather, where the arborescent form of
thewhite heather is the most characteristic,
along with the Erica Ventricosa.

The afro-alpine zone has no clearly defined
boundaries, but are generally situated
between 4,000 and 5,000 meters. It is
characterized by a dry climate, with an average
of 200 mm of precipitation per year and with
significant differences in temperature. The
plant species that live in this area are perfectly
adapted to the climate and some are endemic.
Only a few species

The most emblematic part of the trip will be
the summit at Uhuru, top of Kilimanjaro.
With its almost 6000 meters of height, it
offers the chance to observe from the top one
of the most special landscapes that Africa
has; unique views that show us the crater of
the volcano Kibo, with its perpetual snows,
and which still shows signs of activity.
Experience
not
noticeable
through
photographs, unable to describe the feeling
of being in the cycling Mecca.

· ACCOMMODATION ·
www.honeybadgerlodge.com
***
HOROMBO HUT &
KIBO HUT

SAFARIBIKEAFRICA.COM

SERENGUETI

ACCOMMODATION
950m

HONEY BADGER LODGE ·

4.703m
www.honeybadgerlodge.com

The lodge has fabulous views of Mount Kilimanjaro. Its location, 6 km from Moshi, makes it
an ideal starting point for adventurers who want to get to the summit of the roof of Africa.
Lush gardens and spacious bungalows will make us feel a relaxing atmosphere to face the
challenge and rest having made it. We will enjoy watching a lot of monkeys and African
leopard turtles. The lodge will allow us to have the experience of living in an authentic rural
African environment, but with the comforts of a luxury hotel.

KIBO HUT

The shelter, built of stone, is located at the base of the Kibo crater. It will be the starting
point to get to the top at Uhuru peak (5,895 mt. The refuge is the last permanent
camp where you can spend a night before reaching the top of Kilimanjaro. The landscape
is desert, alpine and lunar. Bathrooms and showers are public.

KENIA
3.720m

HOROMBO HUT
Shelter of wooden huts where to spend the night in our route of
LAGO
ascent to Kilimanjaro. From Horombo we will have the
NATRON
opportunity
to see magnificent views of Kibo and
Mawenci, two of the mountains that make up Kilimanjaro.
Horombo is at the point where the landscape changes. Below,
we leave the forest. From Horombo, the landscape turns to be
a desert. The cabins are a starting point for many climbers,
who make it a place with an adventurous atmosphere. Toilets
and showers are public.
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THE ADVENTURE
BEGINS
Day 1

Then we go back to Kilema Gate, where we will
begin the cycling route inside the Kilimanjaro
National Park. The route ends at the Horombo
refuge (3,720 mt.
Vegetation: Semi-tropical and alpine forest.
You can ride the bicycle 100% of the way.

KILIMANJARO AIRPORT

Cycling route of 19 km. Elevation accumulated
1.800m.Cyclist route of 19 km. Ascension of 1800 m.

ARRIVAL TO

TARANGIRE

HALF BOARD

HONEY BADGER LODGE
We will be waiting for you to arrive at
Kilimanjaro International Airport. Then, we'll
take you to Moshi (capital of Kilimanjaro, where
we will spend our first night. Before the welcome
dinner, we will visit (by bike or on foot the forest
of Colobos. We will be able to observe a
great amount of these peculiar monkeys.

Day 2

KILEMA GATE -HOROMBO
KILIMANJARO NATIONAL PARK

Day 3

HOROMBO- MAWENZY HOROMBO
KILIMANJARO NATIONAL PARK
FULL BOARD

HOROMBO HUT
Today's route will allow us to acclimatize. It begins
after breakfast, ascending through the alpine desert.
Some parts of the road to the Mawenzi refuge (4,530
mt) are formed by small loose stones, which will
show up our skills on the bike. Once we have rested
at Mawenzi refuge we will return to Horombo to
spend the night.

FULL BOARD

HOROMBO HUT
Early in the morning we will travel by
car through semi-tropical hills to the Marangu
gate, our route to Kilimanjaro, where we will
obtain the permits.

Vegetation: Alpine desert.
The road can be cycled to 90%. Cyclist route of
10Km. Ascension of 950m.
SAFARIBIKEAFRICA.COM
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Day 4

ARUSHA

HORMBO - KIBO
KILIMANJARO NATIONAL PARK
FULL BOARD

KIBO HUT

After a great breakfast, we will continue towards
the base of the mountain Kibo, where is the refuge
in which we will spend the night. From the refuge,
we will see closely the summit of the crater, the
top of Kilimanjaro. The road will continue having
small stone and, together with the height (more
than 4000m) will test our physical stamina.

IRE

Vegetation: Alpine Desert.
The road can be cycled to 90%. Cyclist route of
10Km. Ascension of 1000m.
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We will ascend the Hanse Mayer cave by bike, named
this way in honor of the German geographer who first
reached the summit of Kilimanjaro in 1.989. It is very
important to acclimatize to height on the eve of the
great day. We will get to the summit the day after, so
This is why we will ascend 400 meters and we will go
back down after that, to spend the night in the Kibo
Refuge.

The road can be cycled to 20% of the way. We will have
help from porters to take the bike.
Cyclist rout of 8Km. Ascension of 500m.

Day 6

TANZANIA

KIBO - UHURU - HOROMBO
KILIMANJARO NATIONAL PARK
HOROMBO HUT

KIBO - HANS MAYER - KIBO
PARQUE NACIONAL KILIMANJARO
FULL BOARD
KIBO HUT
We will take the day to acclimatize again.

SAFARIBIKEAFRICA.COM
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At 3 in the morning, guides will wake us up to
start at night this mythical stage in which we will
reach the top of Kilimanjaro, the Uhuru peak
(5,895 mt). The zigzag road through which we
ascended to the cave of Hans Mayer, will take us
about 2 hours so we hope to arrive at this point
before dawn. Once we pass the cave of Hans
Mayer, the road gets steeper until reaching
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until reaching the Gilman point (5,700mt).
Then, we'll ride our bikes from Gilman's
Point to Uhuru Peak, the top of Africa.
Depending on the weather conditions,
we may spend there a few minutes to celebrate
our success. Then, we will continue by bike to
Stella Point, where we will deliver the bikes to
our porters and we will descend to Kibo where
they
will
give
us
back
our
bikes to continue our descent to the refuge of
Horombo.
Vegetation
High mountain rocks and blocks of ice.
The road is cyclable to 20% from Kibo to Uhuru,
and back to Kibo. The descent from Kibo to
Horombo is 100% cyclable. We will have help
from porters to take the bike.
Cyclist route of 22 Km.
Elevation gain: 1,200m. (Positive) and 2.200m
(negative).
Vegetation: "Alpine Desert / Ice".

Day 7

a descent by bike to Kilema gate, through alpine
forest and the rainforest. From Kilema gate,
we will be transferred to Marangu gate. There,
we will check out and get the certificates of
having ascended the Kilimanjaro by bicycle.
Then we will go to our accommodation in
Moshi.
Vegetation: Semitropical and alpine forest.
The road is cyclable up to a 100%.
Cyclist route of 19 Km.
Elevation gain: 1,800m. (Negative)

Day 8

MOSHI
INTERNATIONAL
AIRPORT
We advise you to make the most of your time
in the morning, before flying back to
Kilimanjaro Airport. It is the one where your
plane will take off from. We are sure that you
will have the best memories of this
wonderful adventure with Safari Bike Africa.

HOROMBO - MOSHI
KILIMANJARO NATIONAL PARK

HALF BOARD

HONEY BADGER LODGE
After a relaxed breakfast, we'll enjoy

SAFARIBIKEAFRICA.COM

PRICES AND INFORMATION
KILIMANJARO PRICES - REFUGES

KILIMANJARO PRICES - TENTS

PRICE PER TRIP LOCAL PAYMENT
FOR 2 PEOPLE
FOR 3 PEOPLE
FOR 4-8 PEOPLE
FOR 9 OR MORE PEOPLE

2,650,00€
2.450,00€
2.350,00€
2.150,00€

917,00 USD
917,00 USD
917,00 USD
917,00 USD

PRICE PER TRIP LOCAL PAYMENT

2.850,00€
2.650,00€
2.550,00€
2.350,00€

917,00 USD
917,00 USD
917,00 USD
917,00 USD

IT INCLUDES
• Carbon mountain bike, high range, year 2017.
• Entrance fees, camping fees and rescue fees of Kilimanjaro National Park.
• Travel insurance.
• Trained professional guide and porters with a maximum of 20kgs each.
• Expedition medical-kit.
• Large portions of fresh, healthy and nutritious food.
• Three meals a day with water filtered by Katadyn Expedition (water
purification filters). The system used worldwide by the UN and
other organizations.
• Salary of porters.
• Salary of guides.
• Salary of drivers.
• Government taxes.
• Two-way radios.
• Personal summit certificate stamped by the National Park.
• Official jersey Safari Bike Africa gift!

IT DOES NOT INCLUDE
• Entry visa to Tanzania.
• Vaccines.
• Sleeping bag.
• Soft-drinks.
• Activities outside the travel program.
• Personal expenses and souvenirs.

*** FOR INTERNATIONAL FLIGHTS REQUEST BUDGET
SAFARIBIKEAFRICA.COM

WHY AFRICA
ON BIKE WITH US?

WHY NOT?
SAFARIBIKEAFRICA.COM

SAFARIBIKEAFRICA.COM

AFRICA

It is the place of the world where animals live in
freedom, where the landscapes are of sublime
beauty.
Cultural diversity will overwhelm you. It is a place where you will
be able to make your dreams come true.
We not only offer one of the most striking places in the
world. We offer dreams, promises, challenges and,
above all, we offer a total and personal contact with
nature. To live Africa in first person and in bicycle for
the best National Parks of Africa.

“Nothing similar can be
found in other latitudes
of the planet."

US!

Mario Martos Rueda
José Segovia Rubio
Álvaro de Navasqués

Seriousness, responsibility and
trustworthiness are our values.
Before any possible setback, we offer
an immediate
response
thanks
to
the
team
that
integrates
Safari
Bike
Africa. This is possible thanks to the
years of experience along which we've
been organizing safaris.
We can also assure that we devote
immense enthusiasm to every adventure
we organize. Every route, kilometer and
every special moment we'll live together
will
be
unforgettable.
We
know
the
land
as
if
it
were
the
back
of
our hands, we know what you want
and,
for
this,
we
put
all
our
means to get it.
We
offer
adventures,
challenges,
fun,
spectacular
landscapes.
In
conclusion:
we
will
make
your
hair
stand
on
end,
by
contemplating
the
nature,
having
breakfast
next
to
zebras,
elephants...,
among
many
other
things.

environment. All our vehicles have a wi-fi
connection, with which you can send photos from
the safari when the connection allows it. Our vehicles
differ from those of other safari companies because
they are the only ones that have this feature.
• SLEEPING

IN A MAASAI CAMP

Our Maasais friends will be waiting impatiently for
our arrival to give us a warm welcome. Our
bungalows are located in the middle of the Maasai
savannah. They have been built in the purest
traditional style, paying attention to every detail and
convenience to spend an unforgettable night with
them and learn from their traditions, rituals and the
history of the most famous tribe of warriors
throughout Africa.
• TOURISM

WITH SOCIAL
COMMITMENT
Safari Bike Africa does not consider any
kind of tourism which doesn't have a positive
impact on local economic development.
In addition to the respect for the environment, we
also support causes for the protection of the most
vulnerable population. It is a fundamental pillar of
our activity. This is the reason for our alliance
and financial support to the NGO Moyoni
(www.moyoni.org), established in Arusha, Tanzania.

The most important thing in
our adventure is you!
Let yourself go and enjoy the adventure in a 4X4 car, on
foot or on the wheels of your bike. We put the rest:
• Guaranteed truck trips, for groups of 8 or more
people.
• Safari Bike Africa exclusive truck.
Our DAF truck has been modified for
the most extreme conditions. No muddy
road or difficulty will prevent us from
enjoying the best and most complete of
adventures. Better vision and position
for taking photos. Refrigerator for
drinks and portability for your
multimedia devices, among many other
advantages. Small groups in the best

Another way to help them is by choosing
accommodations which are managed by local people
SAFARIBIKEAFRICA.COM

and whose benefits are partly earmarked for projects
such as the construction of schools and hospitals in the
area. We also offer you the possibility to personally
donate clothes, toys, stuffed animals, school supplies,
etc ... and/or participate in other humanitarian and
voluntary projects (consult us if you are interested).
WILD CAMPING - FLY CAMP
Feel the wild nature explosion in first person! Camping

or tented camps in the middle of national parks.
We'll observe the immensity of Mother Nature. It is
forbidden using earplugs: you will enjoy the
"melody" of the African savannah, with roars of lions
and the howls of hyenas under the immensity of an
ocean of stars.
BALLOON SAFARI IN SERENGETI NATIONAL
PARK

The most exciting balloon safari in the Serengeti
savannah. The takeoff of the balloon is at dawn, the
best time to see animals and take spectacular
photographs. After the balloon safari, you will enjoy
a breakfast with champagne to toast this
extraordinary experience. (Optional, not included in
the price of the trip).

BIKE SAFARIS - CYCLING SAFARIS

Always escorted by the best staff and under
the command of one of the armed rangers of
the national park, for a complete and safe
protection of our travelers. The effort and
good work of a solid and proven experience
organizing exclusive safaris has made us
deserve to have an exclusive route for Safari
Bike Africa, throughout the conservation
area of the Ngorongoro, a UNESCO World
Heritage Site. Without a doubt, the most
special bike route in the world, from the
Maasai village of Nainokanoka, to the
Empakaaicaldera. An route for the enjoyment
of a privileged few

WHY

ON BIKE?

We are pioneers in making bike safaris. Our experience and hard work have made us
able to offer unusual routes. We offer the best photo safari in Tanzania with activities
on bike, in places that were not accessible in this kind of transport -until today-, such
as the Ngorongoro Conservation Area (UNESCO World Heritage). Safari Bike
Africa, has reached an agreement of exclusivity with different organisms to promote
routes by bike.

THE BEST MOUNTAIN BIKES FLEET OF AFRICA

We have the most modern fleet. With 2017 models,
top range, and the best brands.They are all made of
carbon fiber, with different models of suspension
and different size of wheels, to enjoy a unique
experience.
THE BEST PRICE FOR THE BEST SAFARI IN
TANZANIA WITH EXCLUSIVE ACTIVITIES.

Suspension bridges amid the jungle of Lake
Manyara National Park, dinner with traditional
tribes in Mto Wa Mbo, "Safari blue" on the island
of Zanzibar, bike routes within national parks ...
SAFARI BIKE AFRICA WELCOME PACK
Information brochure + cycling maillot + 5%

discount for next trip with Safari Bike Africa.

PIONEERS AT OFFERING BIKE ROUTES THROUGH
THE BEST NATURAL PARKS OF AFRICA. UNIQUE
ACTIVITIES, NEVER PERFORMED BEFORE, FOR
ALL LEVELS.
From bike routes to the highest place in Africa, the
Kilimanjaro, or a relaxing bike ride along the lake
shore of Lake Manyara, to a bike safari .through the
virgin jungle of Arusha National Park, and the most
authentic route by Maasai lands in Ngorongoro.

5 * SUPERIOR HOTEL. GREAT LUXURY FOR YOUR
STAY IN ZANZIBAR
5-star hotel optional / all inclusive
KARAFUU HOTEL BEACH RESORT 5*.

Hotel of great luxury. The best value for money in a
high -class hotel on one of the most beautiful
beaches. A good service according to the quality of
the hotel, with haute cuisine buffet, themed
restaurants, snacks and drinks of all kinds.

In Safari Bike Africa we have got unique routes that other companies can only do in
motorized vehicles and all under the watchful eye and protection of the guards of the
National Parks to be able to assure the well-being of our family: travelers. We want
you to have constant contact and as close as possible to the environment. This is why
we use the bike, enjoying our passion, although we always have a support vehicle to
ensure that the adventure develops correctly. The bicycle has always been with us,
and it is also the cleanest transportation and the one that less deteriorates the
landscape. We all have a great dream, and we strive to achieve it. To do this, we use
the bike as a means of displacement. And not only this, but with this two-wheel
gadget you can access the wonders that the landscape shows us, wonders found in
valleys, hills, lakes and even in craters of volcanoes.
We ensure an unforgettable experience. Our idea is born of many kilometers traveled
around the world. This idea took us to a place as beautiful and unique as Tanzania,
where beauty grows everywhere, and where you can discover beautiful paths by bike,
allowing you to be constantly in contact with nature.
volcanoes..
SAFARIBIKEAFRICA.COM

YOU SHOULD KNOW!
SAFETY

In Safari Bike Africa the first issue to pay attention at is the
safety of our clients. The vital signs of our cyclists, oxygen
saturation, general health and well-being are monitored,
recorded and evaluated every day.
We have a risk management plan and our guides are
prepared to respond to any emergency that may arise.
We use the best equipment to ensure that you receive the
highest level of medical and safety care.
We have partnered with Global Rescue, our medical
consultants and evacuation specialists. Global Rescue will
provide us with travel medical insurance of the highest
quality, emergency evacuation and international rescue in
case of injury among our cyclists.

- Mobile phones: carried by the coordinator guide as well as
by the remaining guides, for daily communications with our
office in Arusha
- VHF two-way radios: to facilitate communication between
the guides.
- Satellite phone: carried by the coordinator guide and only
for emergencies.

Mountain Cooking

In Safari Bike Africa we have chosen foods that are not too
difficult to digest at high altitude. The mountain-cooking
menu for all our ascensions is specially prepared to provide
a balanced diet based on fresh fruits, vegetables, plenty of
protein and carbohydrates, combined with a high liquid
content. Our cooks have undergone extensive training and
our menus have been revised to offer options that meet the
nutritional needs of every client.

• Cereals and oats.
• Fresh seasonal fruit: mango, banana, watermelon ...
• Toast (with butter, honey, jam, and olive oil)
• French bread and crepes.
• Sausages, bacon, scrambled eggs (fried, poached or omelet),
tomatoes, cooked vegetables and fruits (oranges, mangoes, bananas)
• Tea, coffee, cocoa, hot chocolate, soup, juice.

Lunch

• Assortment of sandwiches
• Fresh fruit, hard boiled eggs and cake.
• Bread and pancakes.
• Vegetables, chicken and meat.
• Mixed salad.
• Tea, coffee, hot chocolate and juice.

Dinner
• Vegetables, chicken and meat.
• Kilimanjaro Fried Chicken (KFC), Chicken Cacciatore.
• Spaghetti Bolognese.
• Fish Curry Swahili Coconut
• Beans and sausages.
• Chicken curry.
• Meatballs and vegetable stew.
• Ugali (local dish); Fruits (oranges, mangoes, bananas).

This is the safety team on our route to Kilimanjaro:
- Pulse Oximeter: diagnosis and acclimatization
measurement tool.
- Hyperbaric chamber: Pressure chamber also known as a
bag of Gamow.
- AED (automatic external defibrillator) heart-saving device.
- Oxygen kits: only for emergencies, not to complement
climbing.
- Medical stretcher: to assist in evacuation whenever
necessary and specifically designed to be used in the event of
a helicopter / evacuation.
- Complete first-aid kits: carried by your guides to assist in
any medical emergency that may arise.

Breakfast

• Tea, coffee, drinking chocolate, chicken or vegetable soup and
juice.

They also offer services for different dietary needs and
can provide you with fully vegetarian menus. Please, let
us know in advance if you have any dietary needs.
SAFARIBIKEAFRICA.COM

YOU SHOULD KNOW!
BEFORE TRAVELLING

won't have to pay the exchange house commission in Tanzania.
They only accept dollar bills that have been printed no more than
10 years ago. Along the route, there are few banks and ATMs.
We will inform about their availability the route.
• Head-on torch to illuminate and move at night inside the
camps.
• Sunglasses with UV protection.
• Sunscreen with a high degree of sun protection.
•• Quick-drying towel.
• Sandals and sneakers.
Mobile phone, accessories and charger.
• A good camera to shoot everything we'll see in this adventure.
Do not forget extra batteries and memory cards.
• Binoculars with which no animal could escape from sight.
• Sleeping bag and small pillow for the nights in camps.
• Food supplements to fight exhaustion, energetic bars and gels
have a high concentration of calories and minerals.
• Small backpack to carry personal effects during the route.

VACCINES

Before traveling to Tanzania, you must make an appointment at
the International Vaccination Center of your city or go to your
family doctor. The appointment at the International Vaccination
Center can be made in the following link: https://
www.msssi.gob.es/sanitarios/consejos/vacExt.do
The recommended vaccines are: tetanus, typhoid fever, polio and
hepatitis A.
Prophylaxis against malaria is necessary. We recommend the use of
insect repellents and proper clothing to prevent mosquito bites.
Yellow fever vaccination certificate is required for travelers from
countries at risk of transmission and travelers who have spent more
than 12 hours at the airport of a risky country. Vaccination against
yellow fever is not recommended in areas where the risk of exposure
is low. The Yellow Fever Vaccination Certificate is valid for life.
Although we have not previously traveled to any country with risk
of transmission, we will be required at the airport of Zanzibar when
we finish the safari..

FIRST AID KIT

Our support vehicle comes equipped with a full first-aid kit, but it
is important that travelers do not forget their own first-aid kit with
the medicines they normally use, in addition to:

• Malarone prophylaxis to prevent malaria or as a medicine.
• Mosquito repellent. We recommend using the brand Relec
Super Strong. Especially from dusk to the early morning.
• Amoxicillin in case of allergy.
• Loperamide, Fortasec, In case of diarrhea.
• Paracetamol.
• Ibuprofen.
• Band-aid or vaseline for blisterings..

DO NOT FORGET

• Passport valid for at least 6 months.
• International vaccination card and yellow fever vaccination

F. A. Q
Do I have to be very fit to participate in this trip?
Yes, definitely. If you try to climb the Kilimanjaro without proper training
you may get to the top. The best way to train to reach the summit is to do
mountain training. Train in long ports and with the greatest possible
altitude change.
Are you provided with drinking water during the trip?
Yes, all the way.

certificate if you have previously visited an
• First-aid kit and medicines, the latter for
medical treatment. Do not forget mosquito
antimalarial prophylaxis.
• Bring changed dollars in small bills from
so you

endemic country.
travelers under
repellent or
your home bank,

How do we carry our luggage?
The luggage that we take for the route, not counting the small personal
backpack, will be carried by porters. Porters are not allowed to carry more
than 15 kg of luggage each.

YOU SHOULD KNOW!
What qualifications do the guides have?
The guides have certified courses recognized by the
Tanzanian authorities and by KINAPA, an organization
that watches over the Kilimanjaro National Park. In
addition, the guides will give you an identification card that
will allow you to locate the luggage in a simpler way.
Is it possible to rent a sleeping bag that withstands the
temperatures on the ascent to Kilimanjaro?
It is advisable to bring it, but in case it is needed you can rent
it.
If it becomes too difficult for me, can I turn around?
If someone at some point is not able to continue the route, our
staff will accompany him to our hotel in Moshi. Our porters
will help to make our dream to get to the summit come true.
What is the temperature in Kilimanjaro?
Temperatures fluctuate considerably with depending on the
altitude and time of day. They drop as height increases. from
20 ° C on Kilema gate to -15 ° C on the summit of
Kilimanjaro.
Minimum temperature
6.000 mt - Cima
5.000 mt
4.700 mt - Kibo
4.000 mt
3.700 mt Horombo 3.000 mt
2.000 mt - Inicio

Average / Max. T.
-8
-2
1
4
8
11
19

-5
0
7
12
15
20
30

/ Min. T.
-20
-10
-7
-2
0
5
15

What is hypothermia?
Hypothermia is caused by brief exposure to extreme cold or prolonged
exposure to mild cold. This occurs when a person's temperature drops
below 35 ° C.
It can be detected if given the following symptoms:
• Somnolence.
• Very cold skin in the stomach or armpits.
• Talk incoherently.
• Cold is not felt.

What is altitude sickness and what are the symptoms?
It is the physical discomfort caused by altitude and its atmospheric
pressure. It occurs when the body has not adapted to altitude; to oxygen in
the environment.
There are many symptoms, such as headache, dizziness, nausea, loss of
appetite, tingling in the toes and hands.
If you feel these symptoms we will step back to lower altitude, with the
help of our human team, and you'll be accompanied to your hotel in
Moshi.
How can I avoid altitude sickness?
1.- Stay hydrated, that is, drink 4-6 liters of water a day.
2.- Avoid alcohol, tobacco or other drugs.
3.- Do not continue ascending until symptoms have diminished. People
acclimate to different rhythms.
4.- Learn to understand your body. Also, avoid hard exercise.
5.- Go up gradually.

Tipping also has a positive economic impact within the East
African community. While it may not be customary for you, it
is of considerable importance to guides, aides, and porters.
What should I put inside my backpack?
The backpack is camelback style, small sized and you have to
carry water. inside It is also necessary to take food, such as
energy bars and products of this kind.
You'll also need sunglasses, sunscreen and lip balm and a
small kit of tools.
What travel insurance do I need to hire?
Insurance is included in the price along with the rescue
insurance. The insurance company is AXA.

¿Are heat strokes
heavier?
Of course. About 55%
of Earth's protective
atmosphere is below
5000 meters. It is
recommended a high
UV protection factor
at altitudes below
3000 meters, and a
total UV protection at
more than 3000
meters. In addition, it
is indispensable to
wear dark sunglasses
above 4000 meters.
What tip is usually
given to porters or
local guides?Tipping
is highly awaited and
appreciated on the
bike route to the top of
Kilimanjaro.

What is the highest altitude we will get on this trip?
We will reach 5895 meters.
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